
MA JACKET
Our Mountain Arctic set has been developed in close collaboration

with specialists in Mountain Warfare in arctic environments. The

garment has been rigorously tested under very difficult conditions in

some of the most extreme environments and gives the soldier the

perfect conditions to be able to deliver the performance required.

The jacket is perfect for high intensity activities such as
mountaineering, cross-country skiing and other demanding sports.

With the right combination of inner layers and mid-layer garments

from our other ranges, this jacket provides a highly flexible system

with reduced weight and volume. The set is currently used by units in

climate zones C1 - C3 (Arctic zones). The jacket is suitable for use in

forests as well as alpine terrain. The design is robust, uncomplicated

and adapted to work with the other personal equipment used in

Mountain Warfare. The design enables superb freedom of movement

and good conditions for demanding work in harsh climates.

FUNCTIONS
Comfortable fit with space for additional insulating layers

Pre-shaped sleeves

Added tough padded protection on the elbows to help

protect against hard and cold surfaces

Hood can be used with or without a helmet and can be

adjusted accordingly

Additional Velcro around hood opening for attaching a fur

brim with an inner steel wire for support

Spacious zippered chest pockets with loops to secure

essential equipment

Front opening with a full length Velcro flap to help shield from

wind and snow

Vents under arms for cooling with windproof zippers

Mesh pocket inside the back for storage extra clothes and

other items

Lower hem strap

Lower width adjustment via elasticated drawstring

Velcro adjustable cuffs

UV/ VIS/ IRR

PRODUCT SHEET MA JACKET

FACTS
Article no. 013213505

Sizes XS-3XL ML-XLL

Colors TSUP - Snow UV Pattern (0015)

Material 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton

Other Weight size L: 1000 g

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS
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